"Regulations concerning attendance and conduct" "At this meeting [presentation of prizes] & at all Public meetings in the College, Associates & Students who are graduates or undergraduates of any University are invited to wear the Academical Costume which they are entitled to wear"
On examination of the same section in an original 1876 copy, this amendment appears, appended to the existing text, in the handwriting (in all likelihood) of the Principal, Dr Greenwood. 4 A further directive, from the Vice-Chancellor 5 (the same Dr.Greenwood) with regard to the first meeting of the University Court on July 14 th 1880, & a reception for the Chancellor, later the same day, is stronger in tone:
"On both occasions full academical dress (gowns and hoods, scarlet for doctors) will be expected to be worn."
Clearly then, there was some tradition, if not necessarily widespread of the use of Academic dress at Owens before it became part of the new university, and figures of influence, who favoured the adoption by 'the Victoria' of it's own Academic dress, were also in evidence.
Early years of The Victoria University.
The inaugural meeting of the Court, in July 1880 must indeed have been lengthy with all that there was to do in enabling the University to begin its operations; One of the last items on the agenda 6 was
"11 .To instruct the Council to report on various matters; including…..'The adoption of an Academic Costume'"
A report was produced in due course, Council having delegated the matter to a committee (who were also considering several other items). They dealt with the matter in a general way and at the outset proposed: With regard to clause (a) ; the rejection of an academic costume for Undergraduates may have resulted owing to the non-residential nature of the new University, though we cannot say for certain since there is no documented evidence of the discussions which took place.
Clause (b) suggests some common knowledge, on the subject, perhaps including experience of what was used further afield than England; Certainly Professor Ward had held an appointment in Glasgow.
In addition the printed calendars of other universities were available in the library.
The 1881 "Costume" Committee. 10 In contrast London is quite specific, and this is the information which the committee were most likely to have had access to.
11 Durham did not include details in the Calendar until 1890, although the Scottish Universities tended to print costume regulations in theirs.
The1881 Regulations
The Committees proposals were as follows:
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REPORTS OF UNIVERSITY COUNCIL.
VII. AS TO ACADEMIC COSTUME 1. There shall be no Academic costume for undergraduates. 2. The gowns shall be alike for the two Faculties of Arts and Science, and of the same fashion as those worn by Cambridge graduates, except that the Doctor's gowns shall be the same as the Masters'. 3. The bachelors' gowns shall be of stuff, and the Masters' and Doctors' gowns shall be either of stuff or silk. 4. The hoods for Bachelors and Masters shall be of fine black cloth or silk trimmed with silk in the following manner:-For Bachelors of Arts-an edging of pale blue silk; For Masters of Arts -a lining of pale blue silk; For Bachelors of Science -an edging of pale red silk; For Masters of Science -a lining of pale red silk. 5. The hoods of the Doctors of Literature, Doctors of Philosophy, and Doctors of Science shall be of velvet or satin serge of a gold colour, lined with silk of a lighter shade of the same colour. 6. The caps for all Graduates shall be the ordinary Academic caps.
By comparison with the 'glories' of Oxbridge and Durham, the Manchester system was characterised by its simplicity and restraint: Conventional gowns -(although none for undergraduates); Masters and Doctors to use the same gown (whatever this means!); a system of faculty colours (in common with London & Glasgow); Bachelors hoods without fur; a single cap for all graduates and the same velvet hood for all doctorates, a matter as unusual as the absence of Scarlet from the make-up of the hood. Thus, several important matters of style seem to have 'fallen' to the robemakers to decide. Seemingly straightforward, the regulations are ambiguous in places and important omissions exist; for example, no reference to the Doctors full dress robe, or regarding the shape to be used for hoods, though this is less surprising considering that the London regulations do not mention hood shapes. One can well imagine the committee considering matters, simply with copies of a few University calendars on the table, sharing occasional reminiscences about their former alma mater.
Considering the proposals in detail:
UNDERGRADUATES: Regulation 1. The original recommendation to council eschewing undergraduate costume, was endorsed by the 'Costume Committee', however, the discussions & reasons relating to this are not minuted. When details of the Universities intentions became known (via the press) representations from a number of students appeared in the newspapers regarding the lack of a costume for undergraduates; Some made comparisons with other British Universities which prescribed gowns for students 'why should Manchester be treated differently?' was their message; others believed that the use of gowns would create and foster "esprit de corps". However, the situation remained unchanged, until the matter was again raised, in the period leading up to the Jubilee of 1901/2 .
GRADUATES GOWNS
In regulation 2. it is indicated that gowns are to be in the same style as those of Cambridge 2 (i.e. with a sleeve-slit for Bachelors; the distinctive cut-out to the Master's sleeve which can be seen in several very old scarlet Doctors robes still in existence the Manchester version came later, and in all cases with strings), early pictorial evidence supports this, too. However with regard to Doctors, it is not clear which gown is being referred to i.e. the 'undress' black gown or a full-dress scarlet gown.
[Indeed the distinction between the two is not acknowledged.]& the omission to mention colour in regulation 3 is unhelpful in ascertaining what was intended (in a copy of the meeting minutes belonging to Professor Henry Roscoe, he had penned in "Black" before 'stuff'). Throughout the committee's proposals, details regarding fabric are quite specific vis: fine black cloth….velvet.. satin serge….Consequently, the directive that gowns "shall be of stuff or silk" seems peculiarly inadequate if it was meant to cover the description of a scarlet doctoral cloth.
BLACK UNDRESS DOCTORS GOWNS
In respect of the Black (undress) Doctor's gown, Cambridge at this time, (in common with London, Oxford and probably Durham) prescribed at least two, if not three different styles, dependent upon the doctorate concerned : -Legal/lay gown,-MD. LLD, MUS.D; -Masters gown + lace-SC.D -'Preaching gown' or MA gown -DD Thus, one might argue "the doctor's gowns shall be the same as the masters" indicates that there is to be a single undress black gown for Manchester Doctors;(more than one style, in such a straightforward set of regulations would in any case seem improbable.) This would also seem to 'tie-in' with the manner in which the London regulations are laid out: For each degree, the gown is described first i.e. in the case of Doctors the undress gown, -in detail-as regards style, further on the scarlet gown is briefly mentioned Note, too, that when the dress regulations for Law & Medicine were drafted in 1884 15 by a committee which included two members (Professors Greenwood & Ward) from the original 1881 group, an additional regulation (not part of the committees remit) was proposed: "(That) Doctors are entitled to wear scarlet gowns and Doctor's hats on the occasion of important public ceremonies." Giving the impression that the matter had initially been passed over or 'forgotten'. be dealt with in order that the new University could begin its work, support this idea, more so if one remembers that outfits for Doctors were a less 'pressing' matter than those of Bachelors and Masters, there being a likely 3 to 4 year wait before the first Doctors would graduate.
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It is puzzling therefore that this new clause never found its way into the regulations, and one wonders if it was not to the approval of those who later brought in the rule that Scarlet could be worn , …but only by members of Convocation.
SCARLET DOCTORAL GOWN
In the light of all this one questions if it had originally been intended to provide Doctors with Scarlet robes in the Master's shape. If intentional, the move was entirely without precedent, which would seem odd, having originally agreed that: "(b) The Committee recommends that for Bachelors, Masters, and Doctors, gowns as ordinarily worn in other English Universities be adopted," i.e. in either, the Oxford style, with bell-shaped sleeves; or like those of Cambridge with pointed sleeves, and the lining turned back at the elbow.
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Thos. Brown & Son who were not appointed robe makers until 18 months after the regulations had been formulated were known as Church embroiderers & vestment makers -by contrast with the academic background of Ede & Ravenscroft -(& judging by the adverts in the year book were probably not actively involved with academical supplies previously.) hence a certain lack of expertise in the protocols of academic costume may have contributed to this outcome. My own hunch would be that as a result of the wording in the Calendar, Browns when producing sample gowns for the Doctorate, followed the regulation (2) to the letter, interpreting this as including the full dress robe/gown -cutting it in the master's shape. It would appear that the finished product, no doubt both handsome & distinctive, met with the approval of the authorities, and in the same way that the Doctor's Tardis got stuck as a Police Box, so the Manchester Doctor's gown got stuck as a Master's! From what we know of the opinions of those professors involved-they would probably not feel that it was anything to get 'too excited about', in any case! (i.e. that the shape wasn't correct) BACHELORS AND MASTERS HOODS Regulation 4. Although style of Gown is indicated in regulation 2 , there is no indication here, as to proposed shape of Hoods, possibly since shape was not considered by the committee. One could argue that the Oxford/Simple shape was used to avoid confusion with the London Hoods-also Black edged/lined with faculty colour. though a contemporary illustrations of London ceremonies clearly depict graduands wearing simple shaped hoods!; On the other hand it may simply be that Browns had an Oxford MA hood to hand when they produced the original, some time later.. Of the English Universities, only London did not use fur on Bachelor's hoods, Manchester's adoption of a similar style is a further indication of London's influence. Dissatisfaction with the original bachelor's hood soon became apparent: -Whereas London BA's acquired a 3" border, at the Victoria 'your edging was a meagre 1" wide. (or possibly narrower! -a note in a work book belonging to William Northam Esq., records that Manchester edgings were made from 3/4" ribbon).
A photograph of 1895, [once the property of Mrs. Mary Tout] shows a group of BA's (+ one MA) in full academical costume, wearing hoods which are edged with silk, on all open edges, -the edging would appear to be approx. 1" wide in-side & less than 1/2" outside -the shape seems to be an Oxford Simple shape with reversed [long] neckband, edged with faculty colour. DOCTORS HOODS Regulation 5. No other university in Great Britain prescribed the same hood for all its Doctors!, and it is a fact that this has been a bone of contention almost since the ink was dry on the page, right up to the present day. Velvet for the outer shell of the hood had been used at Glasgow & coloured hoods for doctorates were a feature in Scotland at St.Andrews & Aberdeen, however, with the exception of musical doctorates, scarlet was pretty well universally used in Dr.'s hoods in England, so whether the use of a colour other than 'red' occurred, related to the "right" to wear scarlet by members/nonmembers of Convocation (as at London) is debatable. Periodically there have been attempts to introduce additional features into the doctoral hood, in order that it be distinctive to particular faculties and, amusingly, such 'moves', without exception, have come to nothing.
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CAPS. In Regulation 6 the terminology is pretty "loose", but without doubt refers to the square cap. That it is prescribed for all graduates including Doctors, is a further instance of duplicating the practice at London University. The velvet cap came later.
Opinion of convocation sought
The Regulations having been approved by Court were sent to Convocation for "rubber stamping" which debated them at its annual meeting the following November (1881). The minutes show, how, in the event Convocation used the occasion to "flex its muscles" challenging the Courts proposals. 
Summary
If one now looks back at the regulations as proposed, the evidence clearly points towards the intention being for a system less complicated, and more restrained than Oxbridge and Durham, adopting a logical pattern of Faculty silks (as used at London & Glasgow) and making one item 'do' in the place of several e.g. the Doctoral hood and gowns.
Clearly, Manchester's was a "no-frills" system of academic dress, and certainly the associations with dress at London & Cambridge were quite marked.
